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Introduction 

The constant development of medical and veterinary education was always crucial. Numerous 

highly ranked journals and conferences specialize on this topic. One of them is an international 

educational conference, the Graz Conference (GraCo), which helps educators since 1995. The idea 

came out of the minds of three doctors who felt it was their job to modernize medical education and 

improve education.  

For the first 10 years, the event took place in Graz, and then the annual event was held in various 

Austrian cities in German. For the first time in 2012, the organizers chose a foreign venue and took 

the event to Timisoara.  

The conference is always organized around a specific topic and the invited speakers are renowned 

researchers in their field, who will also give a lecture and workshop to the participants. 

This year, the Graz Conference was organized by the University of Veterinary Medicine, Budapest. 

For a long time already, GraCo also included a veterinary section, but now even more vet related 

content has been included in the agenda. Thus, this conference was also called European Conference 

on Veterinary and Medical Education (ECVME). 

ECVME provided a glimpse into the future of medical type university trainings. We could learn 

more about “The use of artificial intelligence, digital technologies and virtual/augmented reality in 

veterinary and medical education”. 

Project no. MEC_SZ 141451 has been implemented with the support provided by the Ministry of 

Innovation and Technology of Hungary from the National Research, Development and Innovation 

Fund, financed under the MECENATÚRA MEC_SZ_21 funding scheme. 

 

Míra Mándoki 

Associate professor 

Department of Pathology (UVMB) 

 

István Tóth 

Associate professor 

Department of Physiology and Biochemistry 

(UVMB) 
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Venue 

The event was held at the University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

(www.univet.hu/en) 

 

 

Address 

2 István street  

Budapest, Hungary 

 

 

 

 

 

https://graco2022.univet.hu/www.univet.hu/en
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Our key speakers 

 

ANDREW T. MACCABE 

Chief Executive Officer of the American Association of Veterinary 

Medical Colleges 

Lecture title: „The Future of Veterinary Medical Education” 

 

 

PIERRE LEKEUX 

Director of the European System of Evaluation of Veterinary Training 

Lecture title: „Digital tools and artificial intelligence in veterinary 

training and practice” 

 

 

SARAH BAILLIE 

Emeritus Professor at University of Bristol, UK 

Lecture title: „Blending Innovation, Pedagogy and Evidence” 

 

 

 

Renate Weller 

Dean and Professor at University of Calgary, Faculty of Veterinary 

Medicine (UCVM) 

Lecture title: „Using low cost digital solutions in veterinary education” 

 

 

Taimur Alavi 

Founder of IVALA Learn 

Lecture title: The use of digital reconstruction and educational 

technologies to improve access to and the quality of supplemental 

anatomical teaching materials 

 

 

 

https://www.ivalalearn.com/
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Program 

April 21 (Thursday) 

09:30 Registration “walk in – wake up” coffee 

10:00 Welcome Tibor Bartha 

10:15 Lecture 1. Andrew Maccabe: The Future of Veterinary Medical Education 

11:00 Lecture 2. 
Pierre Lekeux: Digital tools and artificial intelligence in veterinary training 

and practice 

11:30 Short 1. 
Balka, Gyula: 3DHistech slide scanner Modern way of teaching 

histopathology 

11:45 Short 2. Dénes, Lilla: Swinostics: diagnostic tool in practice 

12:00 Short 3. 
Budaházy, Szabolcs (ARworks): Teaching in virtual reality with onsite 

demo 

12:15 Lunch (included) & Campus visit in groups 

13:30 Short 4. – 5. 

Kollár, János: Using Immersive Virtual Reality (VR) for Changing the 

Attitude of Medical Students in a Positive Way Regarding People Living 

Dementia 

& 

MC World –A Board Game for Teaching Medical Communication 

    3D anatomy 

14:00 Lecture 3. 

Taimur Alavi: The use of digital reconstruction and educational 

technologies to improve access to and the quality of supplemental 

anatomical teaching materials 

14:30 Lecture 4. Czeibert, Kálmán: The role of 3D modelling in veterinary teaching 

15:00 
Coffee break 

Cake contest in the Students’ center 

15:45 Short 6. 
Reinitz, László Zoltán: Introduction to the 3D projector and its possibilities 

in teaching anatomy 

16:15 Campus visit in groups 

  

18:00 

In VIN 

veritas 

Poster Party 

Moderator: Tibor Bartha 

with wine tasting 
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April 22 (Friday) 

09:30 “walk in – wake up” coffee 

10:00 
Lecture 

5. 

Renate Weller (online lecture): Using low-cost digital solutions in veterinary 

education 

10:30 
Lecture 

6. 
Sarah Baillie (online lecture): Blending Innovation, Pedagogy and Evidence 

11:00 
Lecture 

7. 

Evelyn Steinberg (online lecture): Self-regulated learning in technology 

enhanced medical education 

11:30 Short 7. 
Lucy Murray (online lecture): ADInstruments, Modern online education 

systems 

12:00 Lunch (included) 

13:30 Short 8. 
Alex Seguino, Giuliano Bettini, Alessandra De Cesare: UNA Europa project 

“The Virtual Slaughterhouse Simulator”: demo and students’ feedback. 

13:50 Short 9. 
Nagy, András: ERASMUS+ KA2 projects for improving the quality of English 

Language Medical Programs in Central Europe 

14:10 
Short 

10. 

Cecile Yvon (Vet AI): Telemedicine and AI for improved welfare: the future of 

veterinary care 

14:30 
Short 

11. 

Gerics, Balázs: Blended learning – more than a combination of in-person and 

online learning 

  

19:00 Gala Dinner 

April 23 (Saturday) 

09:30 “walk in – wake up” coffee 

10:00 

VINEurope Morning 

Balogh, Márton: A portal to digital learning – a tour of the VIN Student Center 

Stijn Niessen: The future medical clinician: working with AI-driven disease prediction 

Yaiza Forcada: Virtual Veterinary Internship 

12:00 Short 12. 
Farkas Bertalan Péter: The harmonization of unexpectedly changing times, 

technologies and man 

12:15 
Round 

table 
“Future of Medicine – Future of Medical Education“ 

12:50 Closing 
Tibor Bartha, Míra Mándoki 

End of conference 
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Plenary lectures 
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Lecture 1: The Future of Veterinary Medical Education 

ANDREW T. MACCABE 

American Association of Veterinary Medical Colleges 

This session will discuss emerging trends in veterinary medical education, including the shift to 

competency-based education and the integration of technology into the curriculum. There will be 

additional emphasis on preparing students to practice across the spectrum of care in a technology-

enabled, team-based practice environment. 

Predicting the future 

• Exponential change, the Law of Accelerating Returns, and the Singularity 

• The future of healthcare, companionship, and food 

• Disruption of higher education and the role of technology in education 

• The social contract and the future of the professions 

Competency Based Veterinary Education (CBVE) 

• De-emphasize time-based training; de-emphasize assessment based on recall of facts 

o Flexible, individually-oriented curriculum 

o Time-variable curriculum, based on the learner’s achievement 

• Focus on outcomes 

o Start with the end in mind 

o Reverse engineer the curriculum 

• Promote learner-centeredness 

o Students take responsibility for their own learning 

o Develop mentee skills in seeking and providing feedback 

• Competency frameworks 

o CBVE Framework and Milestones 

o OIE Day 1 competencies 

o One Health competencies 

Spectrum of Care 

• Continuum of acceptable care that considers available evidence-based medicine while 

remaining responsive to client expectations and financial limitations 

o Ideally, veterinarians should be able to provide several evidence-based options for 

care that encompass a wide variety of diagnostic and treatment approaches 

• Spectrum of care options for any given patient will be influenced by many factors 

o Knowledge and skills of  the  veterinarian 

o Scientific evidence regarding the safety and efficacy of available treatments, 

recommendations, or best-practice guidelines 

o Practice-specific goals, culture, and available resources 

o Owner’s goals, values, and resources. 

• Spectrum of care training prepares veterinary students to offer a variety of management 

options and knowledge to discuss the following factors 

o Degree of diagnostic certainty 

o Likelihood of a favorable or unfavorable outcome 

o Possible need for additional testing or treatment 

o Costs associated with each option 

https://jvme.utpjournals.press/doi/full/10.3138/jvme-2021-0037
https://cbve.org/
https://allatorvosiegyetem-my.sharepoint.com/personal/tot3563_univet_hu/Documents/Konfrencia/!ECVME/KIADV/Spectrum%20of%20care%20training,%20on%20the%20other%20hand,%20prepares%20veterinary%20students%20to%20offer%20a%20variety%20of%20management%20options%20while%20also%20giving%20them%20the%20knowledge%20needed%20to%20discuss%20with%20owners%20the%20degree%20of%20diagnostic%20certainty,%20likelihood%20of%20a%20favorable%20or%20unfavorable%20outcome,%20possible%20need%20for%20additional%20testing%20or%20treatment,%20and%20costs%20associated%20with%20each%20option
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Team-based veterinary healthcare 

• The role of paraprofessionals 

o Assistants, technicians/nurses, mid-level professionals 

• Utilization of veterinary technicians and nurses 

• Leadership and teamwork competencies 

• Psychological safety and a culture of trust 

Quality improvement in global veterinary medical education 

• Elements of effective accreditation systems 

o Objective standards based on community needs and stakeholder input 

o Institutional self-assessment 

o Peer review and site visitation 

o Due process 

• National, regional and transnational accreditation 

o World Federation for Medical Education (WFME) 

o Global Quality Standards for Veterinary Education (GQSVE) 

Preparing today’s students for tomorrow’s challenges 

• Emerging competencies 

o Data literacy, technological literacy 

o Systems thinking, entrepreneurship 

o Task analysis, disintermediation, reintegration of skills 

• Cultural competence 

o Continuum of cultural competence 

o Domain #6, Collaboration 

• The importance of diversity 

o The diversity bonus 

o Cognitive diversity 

 

 

https://www.avma.org/javma-news/task-force-recommends-solutions-technician-utilization
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Lecture 2: Digital tools and artificial intelligence in veterinary training and 

practice  

PIERRE LEKEUX 

European Association of Establishments for Veterinary Education (EAEVE)  

Potential impact of the use of DT&AI on veterinary education  

Two aspects need to be taken into account, i.e. the ability of DT&AI to improve the quality and 

efficiency of the learning and teaching processes, and the core training required for adequate use of 

DT&AI in veterinary practice.  

DT&AI allow for individualization of the learning process, taking into account students’ 

communication, learning preferences (most students nowadays reportedly prefer remote learning) 

and learning channels. Hence it increases efficiency through optimized learning, e.g. repetition at 

own pace, and encourages the students to be the actors in control of their education, which may 

enhance their responsibility and motivation. At the same time, educators could be better equipped 

for supervising individuals and providing an individualized tutoring of all of them. Remote training 

facilitates reflective practice and a standardized and constructive feedback from students.  

DT&AI can provide a more efficient teaching and in that way also improves wellbeing and 

motivation of teachers. DT&AI may also:  

• facilitate the harmonization of the learning outcomes for any study program, e.g. by 

evaluating teaching, learning and assessment processes;  

• facilitate the feedback from students and stakeholders for further improvement of the 

curriculum;  

• enhance the availability of innovative tools and facilitate their sharing between Veterinary 

Education Establishments (VEEs);  

• increase accessibility of learning and widen participation;  

• increase economic, social and green sustainability of learning and make it more 

affordable/cost effective while improving quality;  

• provide updated tools and challenges, especially via AI auto-improvement processes;  

• enhance interdisciplinary and ‘One health’ collaboration.  

Potential impact of the use of DT&AI in veterinary practice  

DT&AI could be more and more integrated in all kind of veterinary practice and could:  

• Improve the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of animal and zoonotic diseases;  

• Improve the understanding of the respective impact of the genome, exposome and 

microbiome on animal health, welfare and production, on public health and on One health 

concept;  

• Develop precision (individual) medicine, e.g. via technology-based prevention, diagnosis 

and treatment protocols;  

• Improve Herd Health Management (including prevention, sustainability production, 

performance, reproduction,);  

• Reduce the non-essential use of antibiotics and other drugs in the interest of animals, 

humans and environment;  

• Improve pharmacovigilance reporting;  

• Improve communication and information transfer with clients and stakeholders;  

• Improve cross-sectoral and interdisciplinary collaboration with stakeholders involved with 

animal health, public health and environment sustainability;  
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• Enhance the development, availability and better use of new prevention strategies, drugs 

and vaccines;  

• Promote consumer protection and public health by improved traceability, e.g. from ‘farm 

to fork’;  

• Improve reliable and continuous animal welfare, e.g. through animal surveillance during 

transport;  

• Improve feedback from clients and stakeholders in order to improve the quality and 

adequacy of services.  

Day One Competences to ensure a good understanding and responsible use of DT&AI Learning 

outcomes about DT&AI should build upon knowledge acquired through basic education and create 

a continuity from bachelor towards master in veterinary curricula. Day One Competences for 

graduate veterinarians should include:  

• Basic knowledge in bio-informatics  

• Conceptual knowledge and understanding of terminology of DT&AI  

• Conceptual understanding on how applications/tools are generated, processed and 

potentially used for all aspects of veterinary medicine  

• Knowledge on recording, harmonization, storing, protection and validation of data from all 

disciplines of veterinary medicine  

• Knowledge of the potential applications and limitations of DT&AI in all aspects of 

veterinary medicine (when, where and how to use it or not)  

• Understanding of the interaction between the client, the AI and the veterinary professionals  

• Practical training with digital applications/tools, e.g. all aspects of telemedicine  

• Soft skills linked to the use of DT&AI  

• Deontology and ethics linked to DT&AI, including compliance with GDPR  

Competences that can be enhanced by the use of DT&AI  

The following skills and competences could be complemented and enhanced by the use of 

DT&AI:  

• Image, video, sound, smell analysis, trace and recording analysis  

• Biological data analysis (omics, epidemiology, herd health, continuous monitoring of 

individual animal behavior, animal interaction, time budgets of animals)  

• Optimization of the use of available data on genome, exposome and microbiome  

• More adapted prevention, diagnosis and treatment for both individual medicine and herd 

management, with consequently positive effects on animal health, welfare and production, 

on public health and on sustainable environment  

• precision (individual) medicine  

• Communication and information transfer with clients and stakeholders  

• Improved clinical reasoning and decision though efficient decision trees  

Conclusions  

Undoubtedly, DT&AI are entering into the veterinary world, both in education and practice, with a 

lot of opportunities but also a lot of threats. Ignoring it would be deleterious for the future of the 

veterinary profession. Because of the drastic and fast changes in the availability of new technologies 

and in the subsequent requirements from the society, it is urgent to prepare the veterinary profession 

to face the challenges of DT&AI through adequate and continuously updated training, either at the 

undergraduate, postgraduate and CPD levels. Furthermore, it is urgent for the relevant authorities 

to develop policies and regulations to ensure efficient, safe, ethic and legal use of DT&AI in 

veterinary medicine. 
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Lecture 3: The use of digital reconstruction and educational technologies to 

improve access to and the quality of supplemental anatomical teaching 

materials 

TAIMUR ALAVI 

IVALA LTD, West Byfleet, UK. 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to source fresh cadavers for veterinary anatomy training around 

the world. Additionally, with the advancement in technologies and educational material online, 

veterinary communities are searching for and expecting high-quality digital educational content.  

Ivala is a company that specialises in addressing both of the above issues. 

Our primary focus is in using the latest computing and imaging techniques to generate digital 

anatomy content in the form of interactive 3D models that can be used within a learners’ web 

browser. We use a number of modalities, physical and imaging techniques to achieve this, including 

CT, MRI, plastination, photogrammetry and blue-light capture. The end result is an interactive 3D 

anatomical model that allows a user the ability to move around it in 3D space, as well as interact 

with it to get further information on it. Each of the techniques has their own advantages and 

drawbacks. Ultimately however a combination of these methods is producing 3D content that 

students are finding to be an extremely useful adjunct material to cadaver-based teaching. This 

content is easily accessible on laptop and desktop devices. 

AR/VR/XR 

We have also in the past created an augmented reality prototype of the canine heart on iOS, which 

was included in a study amongst students at Ross St Kitts University. 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/923e762d-1655-46e4-956a-

4bda4c0474d4/published_version_manuscript.pdf 

https://rumble.com/vbcuof-augmented-reality-alpha-3d-veterinary-anatomy-andlearning-

ivala.html 

We’ve also played with an AR headset the Meta2 whilst the company was still around: 

https://rumble.com/vbcvet-augmented-reality-fun-3d-veterinary-anatomy-ivala.html 

AR/ VR /XR are not currently our focus, but we look forward to seeing how the technology 

progresses over the coming years, and at what moment it might make sense to try to make our 

content available on these platforms. 

Other interactive learning content 

Two newer areas of work that we have begun focusing on is creating digital anatomical Multiple 

Choice Questions and anatomical flashcards, as well as clinically based flashcards too. 

Multiple Choice Questions are presented to users within the web browser in a typical format of 

offering a question together with 5 possible answers. Answering these questions gives the user 

immediate feedback on whether they are right or wrong, as well as what the correct answer is should 

they answer wrong. We have a number of regions of the canine and hope to complete canine 

anatomy by the end of the year. 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/923e762d-1655-46e4-956a-4bda4c0474d4/published_version_manuscript.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/923e762d-1655-46e4-956a-4bda4c0474d4/published_version_manuscript.pdf
https://rumble.com/vbcuof-augmented-reality-alpha-3d-veterinary-anatomy-andlearning-ivala.html
https://rumble.com/vbcuof-augmented-reality-alpha-3d-veterinary-anatomy-andlearning-ivala.html
https://rumble.com/vbcvet-augmented-reality-fun-3d-veterinary-anatomy-ivala.html
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Anatomical flashcards present the user with an image or a description of an anatomical landmark, 

allowing them to think & test themselves about what the landmark might be, and then they can see 

the correct landmark by flipping them flashcard to the next side. 

As well as anatomical flashcards, we also are creating clinically based flashcards, are able to bring 

in different media types such as videos, to allow a learner to, for instance, watch a video of a 

neurological lesion, and then try and make a diagnosis. 

As well as the diagnosis, the flashcards can display further teaching information too. Indeed, a 

benefit of digital flashcards is that an unlimited number of sides can be displayed. 

Impact of content and availability 

Feedback from veterinary learners across all the above content is extremely positive. Research 

carried out at Ross University showed students supplementing with the 3D content showed 

significantly higher scores on their examinations than those that didn't. 

Through Ivala's relationship with it's parent company, the Veterinary Information Network, all of 

the content that Ivala produces is available to veterinary students and academics, globally, at no 

cost for the entirety of their studies. 

We plan to continue utilising the latest advances in computing technology to make sure veterinary 

learners have access to intuitive and engaging learning content into the future as well. 
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Lecture 4: The role of 3D modelling in veterinary teaching 

KALMAN CZEIBERT 

LimesVet Ltd., Budapest, Hungary 

Introduction 

Advances in computational technology had a high impact on the scientific and educational fields. 

This is partly achieved by providing a platform for real-time discussions and data sharing, and by 

also offering many innovative tools to efficiently create and distribute various visualization 

solutions. One of the areas where the role of interactive 3-dimensional (3D) representation has 

unquestionably brought a change of attitude is anatomical education. This presentation shows some 

examples of how 3D techniques can give a proper aid in complex visualization and comprehension. 

Materials and methods 

The use of 3D modelling is demonstrated through five different projects. Project 1. The skull of a 

dog was digitized with high resolution computed tomography (CT) scanning and using 3D Slicer 

and Blender software it was reconstructed to show both major and delicate anatomical structures 

necessary to know for a veterinary student. Project 2. The petrosal bone of an equine skull was 

scanned with a microfocus CT machine and following the segmentation and modelling work 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific Amira, 3D Slicer, Meshmixer, Blender), the entire bone, the inner ear 

and the auditory ossicles were exported as separate models. In parallel, short animations were also 

created to illustrate the outer and inner aspects of the objects. Project 3. From the digitized data of 

28 canid species’ macerated skulls their endocranial casts were reconstructed with the referred 

software packages to show the different anatomical structures and the proportions of the external 

encephalic conformation. Some of these endocasts were 3D printed to give a further aspect of 

studying. Project 4. The head of a Beagle was scanned with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 

CT techniques, then afterwards it was cryosectioned stepwise with a 100 µm layer thickness to 

provide a full-color comparison of the neurocranial structures. Image volumes were registered into 

a common coordinate space, and vascular modelling had been also performed to project the vessels 

onto the images. Project 5. In close connection with the educational and research usage of 3D 

modelling, visualization was also helpful when planning bran surgeries for small animals. These 

included not only preoperative 3D reconstructions, but in a certain case the neurocranial implant 

and its cutting guide were also designed digitally and manufactured with a computer numerical 

control (CNC) machine and a 3D printer to replace a calvaria tumor. 

Results and conclusion 

As a consequence of the large-scale efforts regarding digitalization and virtualization, the change 

became obvious in the educational areas as well. Nowadays lecturers have more possibilities to 

demonstrate their subject, and the various online and offline platforms, mobile and tablet 

applications, virtual and mixed reality headsets offer many ways for students to effectively learn 

and master the teaching materials. The potential in human and veterinary anatomy (and hence: 

surgery) seems to be limitless, as combining the different diagnostic imaging techniques, machine 

learning, and 3D visualization solutions can provide such help that can initiate entirely new fields 

and approaches in the medicine. 
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Lecture 5: Using low-cost digital solutions in veterinary education  

RENATE WELLER 

University of Calgary, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine 

The “digital revolution” brought with it tremendous changes in generation and dissemination of 

information. The development of “smartphones” (essentially mini mobile computers) allows us to 

have this information available “on the go”. Smartphones are now the most commonly used devices 

to access information, connect with others and access entertainment amongst millennials and -

generation Z students. While some teachers may lament that they are no longer the privileged 

keepers of knowledge but rather its curators, smartphones have opened up tremendous opportunities 

for education.  

Accessing information 

Who does not use google to access information? Google registers around 228 million searches per 

hour, 5.6 billion searches per day. Try “Ecosia”, the search engine that plants trees as an alternative. 

While “Dr. Google” challenges all teachers to step up by aiming for higher level learning outcomes 

moving from pure knowledge regurgitation to the higher levels in Blooms’ taxonomy. We can use 

the easy accessibility of information to design learning opportunities that require our students to 

critically evaluate information and promote their journey to become critical thinkers. Smartphones 

also allow access of information in a variety of formats, including text, video, audio and any 

combination thus catering to a variety of learning preferences. From the teacher’s side, information 

can be made available at no cost through many of the commonly used platforms such as YouTube, 

Spotify or various podcast apps which allow to reach a much wider audience compared to institution 

owned online learning platforms. 

One very useful function of smart phones is the ability to read QR codes which for example are 

very helpful to provide instructions for clinical skills stations. 

Various apps are now available to access information specific to the veterinary field, e.g. the 

company veterinary advances has published a series of apps that provide practical guidance for 

veterinarians, e.g. on veterinary drugs or equine radiography (https://www.vetadvances.com). 

Connecting and collaborating 

Smartphones provide mobile access to social media platforms and their usage – ever growing before 

the onset of the pandemic – has further soared in the last two years in all age groups and across the 

globe. Responsible handling of social media usage has proven to be challenging and this should be 

addressed in our curricula. Some of those platforms however are extremely useful to facilitate peer 

connectivity and teacher-learner connections and are often much more user friendly than discussion 

boards on learning platforms. One of the most widely used platforms which is very versatile and 

has a relatively intuitive user interface is “discord” (www.discord.com). Discord sign up is email 

based, supports much bigger cohorts and allows for sub groups. WhatsApp allows group chats 

including image and audio exchange based on phone numbers. I have found this very useful in the 

past for connecting quickly with rotation students, e.g. to call a rotation group in case of an 

emergency. Both platforms allow for remote case discussions, which is a useful tool to connect with 

students (or alumni) when they are working in practices. 

Creation and storage of educational tools and materials 

The photo and video functions on Smartphones allow for the creation of case material for further 

learning. The quality of the newer generation smartphones is superb and especially the high speed 

video function can really help with student learning, for example by slowing down the gait of a 

https://www.vetadvances.com/
http://www.discord.com/
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lame horse or dog. Apps like the “coaches eye” allow to annotate and apply measurements which 

are also helpful tools. Most smartphones also allow distance and angle measurements which can be 

applied, e.g. to help with radiographs. With the use of a headband and some duct tape a smartphone 

can be turned into a “GoPro” style camera to be used to film a procedure from the operator’s 

perspective. 

Interactivity and Gamification 

Biggs (1999) identified “what the student does” as the main determinant of learning outcomes. Over 

the last few years I have heard many teachers complain that they struggle making online sessions 

interactive. I suggest that building questions into session to which the learner is asked to respond is 

one easy method to achieve a degree of interactivity. Many online platform e.g. Zoom or MS Teams 

have this function inbuilt. For in-person teaching sessions many institutions have audio response 

systems. These are often expensive. A lower cost solution is to use apps like “polleverywhere” that 

turn the learner’s smartphone into a response device (www.polleverywhere.com). 

Learning outcomes are easier achieved if the learning process is fun. Smartphones allow mobile 

gamification of learning. “Kahoot” quizzes are a fun way to achieve learning outcomes at the 

knowledge level of learning; Kahoot can also be used for team building by creating some fun trivia 

quizzes (www.kahoot.it). 

There are many more apps that augment learning and rather than trying to “stem the tide” I suggest 

we embrace them as a wonderful tool for learning … even games like “doodlejump” can be used to 

improve dexterity which may come in handy for surgical skills. 

 

http://www.polleverywhere.com/
http://www.kahoot.it/
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Lecture 5: Blending Innovation, Pedagogy and Evidence 

SARAH BAILLIE 

University of Bristol 

There are increasing opportunities to capitalise on technological advances in veterinary education. 

This talk will use examples to illustrate how both innovative and more basic technology can be used 

in our teaching; how following pedagogical principles can optimise the use of technology to 

promote student learning; and how educational research studies allow us to gain new insights into 

how to support and enhance student learning. Overall, a combination of innovative technology, 

good pedagogy and educational research will allow us to integrate technology more effectively into 

our teaching. 
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Lecture 7: Self-regulated learning in technology enhanced medical education  

EVELYN STEINBERG  

University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna 

Higher education is changing from a teacher-centered approach to a student-centered approach. 

Digital technology is an essential element in this transformation process. The continuous 

technological progress - together with the covid pandemic – promotes technical innovation in 

medical education. From an economical perspective, it is expected that digital technology can lead 

to more cost-efficient education. This is especially important, as there is a growing need for health 

care professionalists and higher education institutions have to increase numbers of students in 

according disciplines1. 

The term digital technology includes a wide range of technology from delivering information via 

e-books to providing complex environments like massive open online courses or virtual really 

environments. Digital or blended education allows a personalization of the learning experience and 

deeper information processing. It can overcome limitations from traditional education in terms of 

time, place or supervision2.  

Digital technology developers, who also know foundations of learning psychology, can improve 

the design of their technology. Learning psychology addresses three main areas, which are 

cognition, motivation and emotion. One of the most prominent theories in learning psychology is 

the theory of self-regulated learning. Thereby not only learning in terms of information processing 

is in the focus but the whole learning process. This includes the preparation phase (goal setting, 

planning, self-motivation), the performance phase (building schemes or train motor skills by 

applying appropriate learning strategies, regulating motivation and emotion, dealing with 

contextual factors) and the reflection phase (evaluating the learning process as well as the learning 

outcome, taking measures to improve learning in the future). Self-regulated learning is positively 

associated with achievement and wellbeing. Digital technology needs to address cognition, 

motivation and emotions but also the different phases of the learning process.  

Furthermore, in traditional education students benefit from co-regulation of supervisors3. Digital 

and blended education digital technology needs to integrate co-regulatory design elements. This is 

especially important as students have to overcome challenges, which go along with greater 

independence from supervisors, time and place: Students need to motivate themselves, find 

appropriate learning strategies and deal with detrimental learning emotions. They might feel 

isolated or have the need for individual feedback. Integrating the perspective of learning psychology 

in terms of co-regulatory design elements in developing new digital technologies can help students 

in overcoming these psychological challenges. The current state of the literature and practical 

implementations for developers (teachers or technicians) are discussed. 

References 

1 World Health Organization. Health Workforce: Data and statistics. 

https://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/Health-systems/health-workforce/data-and-statistics. 

Accessed April 8, 2022. 

2 Car J, Carlstedt-Duke J, Tudor Car L, et al. Digital Education in Health Professions: The Need for 

Overarching Evidence Synthesis. J Med Internet Res. 2019;21(2):e12913. doi:10.2196/12913. 

3 Schunk DH, Greene JA, eds. Handbook of self-regulation of learning and performance. 2nd 

edition. New York, London: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group; 2018. 
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Short lectures 

Short 1: 3D Histech slide scanner – modern way to teach histology and 

histopathology 

GYULA BALKA 

University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

Histology and pathology teaching is an essential component of pre-clinical medicine. It provides 

the pillars for understanding healthy and diseased tissue structure, disease etiology and 

pathogenesis, that are the fundamentals of diagnosis and therapy.  

Over the years, changes to veterinary pathology education have been adapted to reflect the 

expansion of overall knowledge, increased student numbers, and technological innovations. 

Pathology education typically consists of a combination of teaching methods, including lectures 

and practicals. Traditional microscopes had been used for decades that have many disadvantages in 

our times, including physical presence, space and time limited access. Thus, the students cannot 

practice or study on their own, when they want and the way they want.  

Digital slides and remote access to them provide a revolutionized way that tackles the 

abovementioned problems. With their username and password, using their notebook or tablet, 

students can have online access to the digital slide collections anytime, anywhere. With the basic 

tools the CaseCenter module provide, they can take snapshots, do parallel comparisons, tissue 

structure measurements, specific annotations, marking hot spots or areas interesting for them.  

The system we use has gone live just a week after the first COVID-19 lockdown was implemented 

in Hungary and it turned out to be indispensable in remote teaching. Based on the positive feedback 

of the students we continued to use this innovative way of teaching histology and histopathology. 
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Short 2: Swinostics: diagnostic tool in practice 

LILLA DÉNES 

University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

In the last few decades, human population increased drastically and so has the demand for meat 

production. In the next 8 years, pig meat output is predicted to increase by 13% and the 

intensification of production leads to serious challenges regarding the health and welfare status of 

farm animals. One of these challenges is various transboundary infectious agents like classical and 

African swine fever, porcine respiratory and reproduction syndrome virus or swine influenza virus. 

The detection of these agents mostly relies on two different approaches: detection of the genome of 

the pathogen (RNA/DNA) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or indirect ELISA tests which rely 

on antigen-antibody interaction. PCR tests usually take at least 2-3 hours and require laboratory 

environment, and although ELISA tests provide results relatively fast, they provide no information 

about the time of infection and also there is no correlation between sign intensity and clinical signs.  

 In recent years, silicon-based Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC) have been demonstrated as a 

powerful antibody-based platform for bio/sensing. It can provide portable multiplex detection of 

proteins, with sensitivity and specificity previously unknown. An international consortium was 

gathered to create a machine (SWINOSTICS) based on this technology for the rapid and on-site 

detection of economically relevant porcine viruses (ASFV, CSFV, PRRSV, SIV, PCV2, PPV).  

The scientific team designed a biosensor photonic integrated circuit (biosensor PIC) which 

comprises three main building blocks: sensing ring resonators, light coupling block (grating 

couplers) and power distribution block. There are 8 fabricated microrings on every biosensor, 2 of 

them are reference rings to validate the process, and 6 of them are functional rings coated in a 

polyclonal antibody against a specific virus (two different virus/biosensor) and also a microfluidic 

layer. The machine is controllable by a simple mobile application and can send the data via 

Bluetooth, therefore no active internet connection is needed for the procedure. The whole test takes 

only about one hour including sample preparation, and except for the SWINOSTICS machine, it 

only requires an automatic pipette and basic laboratory plastic wares. This kind of technology could 

offer a fast and reasonably priced way for the on-site detection of pathogens. 
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Short 3: Teaching in virtual reality with onsite demo 

SZABOLCS BUDAHÁZY 

ARworks, Budapest, Hungary 

ARworks is a leading developer for immersive applications. Virtual reality (VR) is taking the 

users into another space with the help of a headset, such as Organon, which is full anatomical 

training solution for human medicine. 

VR has many advantages compared to used regular and digital methods, like 360 surrounding space, 

interactivity and having a life size content. These can be used in education, where it has further 

advantages (Unlimited sessions, rooms, No animal right issues, No safety risk, Data collection, etc). 

VR solutions can be used in various areas such as anatomy, equipment and protocol trainings. 
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Short 4: Using Immersive Virtual Reality (VR) for Changing the Attitude of 

Medical Students in a Positive Way Regarding People Living Dementia 

JÁNOS KOLLÁR 

Semmelweis University 

Background 

Medical students generally have limited knowledge about dementia in the elderly since most of 

them has negative prejudices with people living with dementia. Medical universities should medical 

schools should put more efforts to offer multitasking teaching on this field as well. The aim of the 

study was to try immersive virtual reality as a short and effective procedure for positively changing 

the attitudes of medical students towards elderly patients living with dementia. 

Methods 

Seventy (36 female and 34 male) medical students participated in an approximately 5-minute-long 

virtual reality intervention. Before and after their experience they filled a pre- and a post-test 

questionnaire out. The questionnaires were created exclusively for the purpose of this study. Pre- 

and post-test scores were analyzed using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.  

Results 

After comparing the results of the pre- and post-test the attitudes of medical students towards elderly 

dementia patients changed significantly positively for all seven post-test questions, namely 

regarding the importance of studying dementia in the elderly difference (Z = 4.395; p <.000), 

judging the difficulties of life of elderly people living with dementia (Z = 4.652; p <.000), the 

empathy towards elderly people living with dementia (Z = 5.064; p <.000), understanding the way 

of thinking of elderly people living with dementia (Z = 5.625; p <.000), their intention for taking 

steps to prevent their own dementia in old age (Z = 5.301; p <.000), the importance of using VR 

methods in the education of medical students (Z = 6.134; p <.000) and their intention to work with 

elderly patients living with dementia (Z = 6.474; p <.000). 

Conclusions 

The study found that medical students’ attitudes toward elderly people with dementia can easily be 

turned positive by using methods that students find interesting and attention-grabbing. Properly 

used tools of virtual reality may be appropriate to achieve such goals. 
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Short 5: MC World –A Board Game for Teaching Medical Communication 

JÁNOS KOLLÁR 

Semmelweis University 

In the Institute of Behavioral Sciences of Semmelweis University, a board game named MC World 

(Medical Communication World) was designed to further student learning in the field of medical 

communication by gamifying the learning material. 29 Hungarian and 28 foreign students were 

participating in a study where the acceptance of the game and its attitude change effects regarding 

medical communication were tested. The participants evaluated statements in connection with the 

game on a 5-point Likert-type scale. The survey responses suggest that both the Hungarian and the 

foreign medical students considered the application of the game in education as a practical and 

successful initiation. It draws attention to better utilization of gamification as an educational 

facilitator and as a positive opinion-forming opportunity.  

The game proved to be very successful, so it is used every semester for teaching medical students 

by making the practices more entertaining. 
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Short 6: Introduction to the 3D projector and its possibilities in teaching 

anatomy 

LÁSZLÓ ZOLTÁN REINITZ 

University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

The foundation for medical training has always been the anatomy, and the heart and soul for 

anatomy teaching is visualization. The Department of Anatomy and Histology of the University of 

Veterinary Medicine, Budapest always took pride in giving the students the best available option in 

this regard. Stepping away from the still images used until then, with the introduction of plenary 

dissections at the end of the 20th century, we began projecting the live video of the dissections from 

inside the lecture hall for the class. This made a direct contact between the dissecting lecturer and 

the students while made the dissection available to a wide audience. At the beginning we used a 

VHSc based camcorder with 50 Hz coaxial cable as signal transmission, but it was constantly 

developed with the ever-growing technological opportunities (resolution, lighting -system, 

projection surface etc.).  

Recently we made a significant improvement for all aspects, with the installment of the live 

broadcasting capable 3D projection system into the Zimmermann Ágoston Lecture Hall. The 

centerpiece of the system is the Wolfvision VZ-C3D ceiling mounted Visualizer, which houses 2 

FHD (resolution at 1920*1080 pixels) cameras and a LED lighting system. The camera is mounted 

approximately 1.5 meter over the desk, allowing the lecturer to show the entire table (appr 130x75 

cm large) or zoom into an area as small as a palm (appr 9*5 cm), without even using the digital 

zoom capabilities. This system greatly improved the quality of the online education during the 

lockdowns, but the major impact came with the live lectures where the laser-projectors and the 

touch-screen control panel could be taken advantage of. The students were instructed to obtain 

linear polar 3D glasses (less than 2 Euro/piece), which made the anatomy lectures a cinema-like 

experience. It is not only about the improvement of the resolution, sharpness and color-quality; the 

most important change is the appearance of the depth. The superficial structures are separated from 

those in the deep, the openings in the fossa pterygopalatina make sense, and the curvature of any 

joint surface becomes clear. Literally, we opened a new dimension in the demonstration.  

The advantages become most obvious for the skeletal features, the skull and organs where the 3D 

layout is difficult like the heart, the brain or the larynx. For dissections where the structures are 

mostly in the same plane, such as the vessels of the limbs, students tend to prefer the traditional 2D 

viewing. A major disadvantage for the system is that the viewing angle is not good from some parts 

of the lecture hall, and some students have difficulties with the 3D projection, especially those who 

have astigmatism or similar problems. For them, we have a second screen (similar size), where the 

same video is projected in 2D.  

During the lecture, the lecturer has full freedom in the control of these screens, as they can be used 

independently for a variety of sources (computer, camera, external devices). and of course, any of 

these sources can be streamed live for the online audience. We will perform a demonstration of this 

system for the participants of the Graz Conference.  

We will provide the audience with 3D glasses and explain the possibilities as well as the pros and 

contras of such systems using simple anatomical preparations such as an equine skull and a canine 

heart. The presentation will be available for the online audience as well. 
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Short 7: ADInstruments, Modern online education systems 

LUCY MURRAY 

ADInstruments 

 

Lt is an online learning platform with over 500 ready-to-use, interactive and fully customizable 

lessons for life science, nursing, and medicine. 

Lt is the world’s only cloud-based learning platform with data acquisition and analysis capabilities. 

Students can record and analyze their own physiological signals using PowerLab or Lt Sensors for 

a truly hands-on learning experience. 

Lessons in Lt include pre-recorded example data that can be switched on automatically when 

teaching remotely, or in situations where data recording isn’t available. 

Create, customize and deliver your own interactive content that students can access anywhere. Lt’s 

cloud-based platform means students can learn on almost any device that connects to the internet. 

Whether they use iOS or android, tablet, mobile or laptop, lessons will be resized and optimized to 

look great. 

Building media-rich lessons is simple. Lt uses a wide range of content types to create interactive 

exercises including multiple choice questions, short form written answers and image annotation. 
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Short 8: UNA Europa project “The Virtual Slaughterhouse Simulator”: 

demo and students’ feedback. 

ALEX SEGUINO, GIULIANO BETTINI, ALESSANDRA DE CESARE 

University of Bologna 

Veterinary surgeons working on farms and at food-processing establishments play a fundamental 

role in safeguarding public health and animal welfare. The Meat Hygiene curriculum in European 

veterinary schools needs to equip veterinary students with the skills necessary to satisfy the Day 

One Competencies (D1C) (or exit outcomes) required by the European Association of 

Establishments for Veterinary Education. These are underpinned by the European Directive 

2005/36/EC, amended by Directive 2013/55/EU on the recognition of professional qualifications. 

The D1C in meat hygiene required by veterinary students revolve around the ability to conduct 

ante-mortem and post-mortem inspection of animals presented for slaughter. This aims to contribute 

to the prevention of foodborne hazards entering the food chain, posing a risk to public health. 

EAEVE also identifies auditing skills as a required D1C. Ante-mortem inspection, post-mortem 

inspection, and auditing are the key veterinary tasks carried out according to the European Union 

(EU) Regulation 2017/625 on the delivery of Official Controls at the abattoir. 

As such, an essential part of the meat hygiene undergraduate training in Europe involves students 

undertaking placements within abattoirs. This practice remains vital to the educational experience 

of future veterinary professionals and is crucial to providing veterinary students with the practical 

skills necessary to satisfy the D1C. However, several issues have adversely affected the ability of 

students to gain such work placements, in particular the closure of many slaughterhouses across 

Europe and the difficulty, for biosecurity reasons, to give visitors access. For these reasons, an 

international consortium of Veterinary Public Health experts was created, under the UNA Europa 

Seed Funding umbrella, to develop Virtual Slaughterhouse Simulators (VSSs) as an innovative 

demand-driven tool that enables students to explore a realistic abattoir work environment that 

allows them to safely ‘perform’ ante-mortem, post-mortem and auditing procedures to strengthen 

and enhance meat hygiene teaching. 
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Short 9: ERASMUS+ KA2 projects for improving the quality of English 

Language Medical Programs in Central Europe 

ANDRÁS NAGY 

University of Pécs 

In the last 3 decades, a global trend of internationalization has introduced multilingual medical 

programs at both old and new universities. High numbers of international students are admitted with 

a very heterogeneous learning culture, communication culture, or beliefs about virtues needed to be 

cultivated by a doctor. We are facing a key dilemma in our teaching tradition.  

Should we reduce the absolute amount of content in order to allow more time for the training and 

assessment of higher-level thinking skills? Or should we stick to a Central European traditional path 

of high content/low interaction education leading to high dropout rates in foundational years? Is it 

possible to preserve both the high quality and prestige of content delivery while increasing the 

engagement of students in more thinking activities for skills development? In order to align with 

existing global goals (Sustainable Development Goal 4 of United Nations) while preserving Central 

European teaching traditions in quality education, we have reached out to international partners 

(Cambridge University UK, Karolinska Institutet Sweden, Harvard Medical School USA) with 

shared aims. We have received ERASMUS funds for three projects, which will be briefly 

introduced in this short talk. 
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Short 10: Telemedicine and AI for improved welfare: the future of veterinary 

care 

CECILE YVON  

Vet AI, Leeds, UK 

Joii pet care, from Vet-Ai, is providing the telemedicine of today. Our mission is dual: firstly then 

to improve veterinary professionals’ lives and mental health; secondly, to provide a more affordable 

and more widely accessible vet care for pets all across the UK. For the latest, we are aiming at 

creating and delivering innovative technology to improve welfare. 

The place of telemedicine has been fully justified in the past few years by several events like the 

implementation of Brexit. The EU and foreign veterinary workforce has historically been quite high 

in the UK. Following Brexit, thousands of EU vets decide to go back to their home country. At the 

same time, that burden was aggravated by worldwide covid-19 pandemic, during which access to 

vet care has significantly decrease. Still during covid lockdown, the British pet population has 

increased by 3 million. That combination has led to a massive increase and pressure on vet 

professionals, already in crisis for a long while and a wider staff shortage, leaving thousands of pets 

daily without possibility to see a physician. In the midst of the crisis, telemedicine can answer to 

the needs of both vets and pets. 

The Joii has been launched in 2019, providing various services like online video consultations 24/7, 

product delivery, preventative care, tailored communication for each customer and integrative 

technology. In addition, the app contains the Symptom Check, which has been described as the 

“only clinically valuable symptom checker in existence” by one of the leading global 

pharmaceutical companies. This algorithm-based tool has been clinically written and verified by a 

veterinary professional team. 

The success of the Joii app has been immediate and is reinforcing our vision to build an even more 

globally accessible and “one-click” health care for pets. 

Besides, having increased the access to vet care for pets, Joii and Vet-Ai have proudly and positively 

impacted their staff: in a profession where turn-over rate is high and staff retention a recurrent issue, 

our company is displaying a 97% retention rate and 70% of our vets and nurses report that their 

mental health has improved since working for Vet-Ai. 

Vet-Ai is also aiming at providing the digitals tools of tomorrow. Thanks to our plateform, we 

collect and gather data in-home. Those data is then use for ongoing clinical research, that will impact 

owner to reduce friction and reach the “one-click” healthcare. Some of our current artificial 

intelligence project include cat face pain recognition for which we can detect pain from a single cat 

face picture with an accuracy rate of 79%. Some other projects include skin lesion detection and 

gait analysis. 

Artificial intelligence programs will help with disease discovery at earlier stages and will be used 

as a monitoring tool at home and allow to more accurately track disease progression and response 

to treatment. 
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Short 11: Blended learning – more than a combination of in-person and 

online learning 

BALÁZS GERICS, AND ALEXANDER WIJNANTS 

University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna 

It is already a challenge to combine different methods of knowledge-transfer alternately within the 

very same teaching unit during face-to-face classes. The idea of blended learning is of particular 

importance a) during lectures in digital teaching, because it is difficult to maintain attention infront 

of the screens and b) for practical classes, due to individually different approaches to anatomical 

specimens. 

a) My goal with the use of the digital live production mixer "ATEM mini Blackmagic" in lectures 

was to make it easier for students to follow the presentation - and thus to study anatomy. With the 

four digital inputs, I tried to approach students (on the spot and virtually) in a didactically more 

varied way than, for example, with a narrated ppt. The inputs I connected were: 

1) One camera, aimed at the presenter (me), partly gesticulating or using the board with live 

compiled keywords and creating schematic drawings, 

2) Another camera, which filmed demonstrations of preparations / live dissections I performed, and 

3 and 4) Two laptops, transmitting a wide variety of content, like ARS, instructional videos, CD-

ROM, short films, ppts, the cover photo of the course, information about breaks, etc. 

b) We digitalized some of the abovementioned preparations and made them available as virtual 3D-

modells. Nevertheless, students have the fair chance to both dissect / prepare rather similar objects 

during their anatomy-classes and approach the very same one, which we digitalized. Thus, 

“learning-by-doing” is becoming a reality for them. Virtual anatomical models and real ones 

combined make the identification of structures rather easy. Our digitalized preparations are 

available to Viennese vet-students 24/7 on any type of gadget. The possibility for endless digital 

repetition combined with hands-on dissection is a further way of blended learning. It provides a 

solid foundation for success in studying anatomy. 

In applying this blended way of teaching, I aimed at some cognitive learning strategies (eg. 

repetition or organizational strategies), and tried to keep up or boost the motivation of students 

(keeping also the orientation theory in mind). The combination of theory and "practice" already 

during the lecture contributed to these goals. 
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VIN Morning 1: A portal to digital learning – a tour of the VIN Student 

Center  

BALOGH, MÁRTON 

University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

The Veterinary Information Network (VIN)’s student center is a constantly growing collection of 

resources targeted for students, all freely accessible for veterinary students.  

The aim of this presentation is to demonstrate select resources offered by the student center, 

including, but not limited to: 

• The Exero Teaching Video Collection – a curated collection of first-person view teaching 

videos on surgery, anesthesia, sample collection and other clinical skills. Select videos are 

available in a VR compatible format.  

• The VIN Virtual Clinic – application of serious gaming to veterinary teaching, this tool is 

designed to be a flight simulator for veterinary students. Offering multiple case types, from 

emergency simulations to diagnostic challenges the virtual clinic is a constantly developed 

resource for students who would like to try out what it is like to be a veterinarian – without 

risking actual animals. 

• Calculators – These interactive apps and widgets help not just the students but clinical 

veterinarians as well in their day to day lives. A highlight is the VHS calculator that uses 

AI technology to calculate the Vertebral Heart Score from any appropriately formatted 

image uploaded to the tool. 

During the select times in the conference the tools talked about will be available to try at a selected 

location in the event hall.  
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VIN Morning 2: The future medical clinician: working with AI-driven 

disease prediction 

STIJN NIESSEN 

Royal Veterinary College 

Increasingly, large data, AI an AI-based tools are being introduced into the medical fields of human 

and veterinary medicine. Early disease prediction, uncovering hidden patterns, as well as aiding 

interpretation of traditional diagnostics are just a few novel applications.  

During this lecture an example will be given of an AI-application recently developed in veterinary 

medicine. The lecture will explain the development of a prediction tool for a hormonal disease in 

canine patients (Cushing’s Prediction Tool). Hormonal diseases are often difficult to diagnose with 

certainty, relying heavily on the experience of the attending clinician. Per definition, this makes it 

extremely difficult for those at an early stage of their career to deal with this type of diseases. Large 

data and AI-driven tools can help cover the experience- and skill-gap of those clinicians, especially 

early on in their career or if they happen to not be frequently exposed to a certain type of medical 

cases even later on in their careers. As such, these tools not only have the potential to improve the 

quality of medical care provided, they will also enhance the confidence and job satisfaction of the 

professionals involved.  

References:  

Schofield I, Brodbelt DC, Kennedy N, Niessen SJM, Church DB, Geddes RF, O'Neill DG. 

Machine-learning based prediction of Cushing's syndrome in dogs attending UK primarycare 

veterinary practice. Sci Rep. 2021 Apr 27;11(1):9035. doi: 10.1038/s41598-021-88440-z. PMID: 

33907241; PMCID: PMC8079424. 

Schofield I, Brodbelt DC, Niessen SJM, Church DB, Geddes RF, Kennedy N, O'Neill DG. 

Development and internal validation of a prediction tool to aid the diagnosis of Cushing's syndrome 

in dogs attending primary-care practice. J Vet Intern Med. 2020 Nov;34(6):2306-2318. doi: 

10.1111/jvim.15851. Epub 2020 Sep 16. PMID: 32935905; PMCID: PMC7694798. 
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VIN Morning 3: Virtual Veterinary Internship: a novel method of post-

graduate training  

YAIZA FORCADA 

Royal Veterinary College 

Many new and not so new graduates seek structured mentorship. Some don’t pursue a traditional 

internship because they can limit geographic options and delay exposure to typical private practice 

caseloads in better paying positions.  

The VIN Virtual Veterinary Internship is designed to offer virtual guidance and structure without 

the need for relocation or a pay cut. Accessible worldwide, it allows veterinarians to pursue a 

rotating internship while employed in any practice.  

The pilot program (July 2021) includes 10 core small animal disciplines and 6 electives to choose 

from. Rotations are supervised by board-certified specialists.  

Through a structured curriculum, monthly seminars and focused mentorship, this program 

contributes to increase the knowledge and skills of new and recent graduates, as well as providing 

a supportive network of peers to help colleagues find their professional happy spot. Challenges have 

included keeping interns engaged with the virtual program running alongside their physical jobs as 

well as to stimulate participation. 
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Short 12: The harmonization of unexpectedly changing times, technologies 

and man 

BERTALAN PÉTER FARKAS 

Tempus Public Foundation 

Undoubtedly, we live in a rapidly changing world: the technology that surrounds everything, the 

innovations that permeate our professions, and new forms of cooperation require a person who 

adapts extremely quickly. The astounding technological innovations of recent years and the drastic 

burden on healthcare have required additional previously unknown forms of work and 

collaboration, but it has also provided plenty of learning opportunities - for all of us. But where are 

we humans in this process? What are the key grips to help you navigate this accelerating 

environment? In my keynote address, I will focus on what can be the sure points that can still be a 

stable point in the world of technological change and newer and newer tools. The three areas I will 

be exploring with a personal or professional story are as follows. In the first part, I would like to 

point out that the change in tools in education has never revolutionized education itself - it has 

always required more committed, successful and credible educators, researchers and individuals. In 

the second part, I will point out that an individual's confidence, faith and efforts in his or her own 

professional development will determine the role and example he or she gives to his or her students, 

to the teachers and researchers of the future. Pedagogical and andragogical knowledge also plays a 

strong role in this image of the person, but it is also the fact that the educator is also the key to his 

or her own professional development. In the third part, I would like to point out the strength and 

role of professional communities and communities of practice, as well as the knowledge 

management processes that take place in them, through personal examples. Indeed, the international 

literature and European and global education policies highlight these factors, especially when 

discussing professional development. As a conclusion to my presentation, I want to give participants 

a package about the importance of investing themselves, the support and be active members of 

professional communities, and to avoid overvaluing educational tools - because the key is the 

person. 
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Posters 

Student Skills Lab The benefits of peer-supported learning 

Ciara L. Reynolds 
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Student Skills Lab The benefits of peer-supported learning 

CIARA L. REYNOLDS 

University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

Introduction: The student-run practical skills lab at UVMB was started in September of 2020 with 

the goal of providing students with additional opportunities to learn clinical skills, as well as specific 

topics not covered in a standard veterinary education. Classes were originally held fully online with 

the goal of one event each month of the school year. So far, a total of 14 classes have been held, 9 

led by students and 5 by guest speakers.  

Methods: Topics covered in the 20/21 school year included low-stress patient handling, 

venipuncture positioning, feline towel wraps, and proper use of muzzles. Guest lectures were given 

by AVMA accredited veterinarians in behavioral medicine, medical acupuncture, and cat friendly 

practice. In the summer of 2020, the first in-person workshop was held; a class on reducing fear and 

stress for ICU patients. In the 2021 fall semester we held a practical suture skills workshop as well 

as guest speakers in canine physiotherapy, and mental health for vets. In the current spring semester 

Skills Lab has held the following events: •“Open day” event in the student center to inform students 

of the program, encourage them to get involved with Skills Lab, and sign up for online Fear Free® 

courses. •Basic clinical handling workshop, with separate sessions in English and Hungarian. 

•Suture Skills workshop with synthetic gel pads and butcher pork for cadaver practice.  

Results: Average attendance for 2020-21 was 20 students per class, while the current semester 

events have averaged over 40 students. Attendees have been a mix of students from multiple years 

with participants from the Hungarian, International, Erasmus programs; as well as clinic staff. Post-

class surveys show high student engagement and satisfaction. There are frequent requests for more 

classes and increased availability of practical supplies. The Skills Lab Facebook page is the primary 

means of communication with students. The number of people following is currently 635, and has 

risen by over 25% since the start of this semester.   

Conclusion: Peer-supported learning provides a safe, low-risk environment where students are often 

less nervous about making mistakes and therefore show increased engagement and participation. 

Students attending class feel more comfortable asking questions or admitting they do not understand 

a concept when the intimidation and power imbalance of a standard student-professor relationship 

is removed. Students organizing and teaching the workshops gain a far deeper understanding of the 

topic via their additional prep work and the act of explaining concepts to others. In addition, many 

students attending professional doctorate programs have a large amount of previous experience in 

their chosen fields and are a currently untapped resource for teaching basic classes and specific 

techniques. This is even more prominent in an international university where there is an opportunity 

for representatives to show how a procedure is performed in several different countries.  

Special thanks to Louie Parliaros, Anushya Chandran, and Dr. Emily Kinnaird; as well as our canine 

teaching assistants, Elsa and Darwin.   
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3D reconstruction and analyses of the anatomy of an elephant’s foot using 

CT and MRI 

SHANNON RÜCK1, LÁSZLÓ Z. REINITZ1, ÖRS PETNEHÁZY2 

1. University of Veterinary Medicine Budapest 

2. Medicopus Nonprofit Kft, University of Kaposvár 

In anatomy understanding and visualizing the positions of the vessels compared to the skeleton and 

the synovial cavities of the joints is always a challenging task for both the student and the teacher. 

The modern image processing methods make the fusion of CT and MR series easier, but it’s still a 

time-consuming procedure. In this study we aimed to demonstrate both the procedure and the 

capabilities of these methods. 

The Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) is listed on the Red List as a highly endangered species, 

indicating its steadily declining population. Therefore, it is even more important to preserve these 

animals and to ensure their good health. Elephant’s feet play an important role in their health status, 

because their high body weight is supported by them, which resulted in many interesting features 

in the anatomy. However very little information is available about the detailed blood supply of the 

feet and none for the digital cushion. The aim of this work is to provide anatomical guidance of 

structures found in the feet, focusing on the vasculature and its relationship to the skeletal structures 

through high resolution, easy-accessible 3D models. 

The Moritz Kaposi General Hospital, Dr. Baka József Diagnostical and Oncoradiological Centre 

got the opportunity to examine a front- and hindlimb of a deceased 6-year-old female Asian elephant 

by CT and MRI, where over 5.000 CT and 300 MRI images were recorded. First native sequences 

were taken, then the arteries were filled with Iomeron 400 iodine contrast media and the CT scans 

were repeated in the same position. The resulting data were processed with the 3D Slicer software. 

After quality evaluation of the obtained sequences, one series of each CT and MRI was chosen for 

the 3D reconstruction of the bones and vessels. 

Our results and 3D reconstructions, which will be accessible online as well and can even be 3D 

printed for further demonstration, will help to understand the complex anatomy of elephant’s feet. 

It can be utilized in many fields, especially by veterinarians, students and keepers. 
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ERASMUS+ international projects for the preservation of traditional 

teaching methods in Human Anatomy Courses 

ANDRÁS NAGY 

University of Pécs Medical School Department of Anatomy 

In the last decades, a global trend of internationalization has introduced multilingual medical 

programs at both old and new universities. High numbers of international students are admitted with 

a very heterogeneous learning culture, communication culture, or beliefs about virtues needed to be 

cultivated by a doctor. We are facing a key dilemma in our teaching tradition. Should we reduce 

the absolute amount of content in order to allow more time for the training and assessment of higher-

level thinking skills? Or should we stick to a Central European traditional path of high content/low 

interaction education leading to high dropout rates in foundational years? Is it possible to preserve 

both the high quality and prestige of content delivery while increasing the engagement of students 

in more thinking activities for skills development? In order to align with existing global goals 

(Sustainable Development Goal 4 of United Nations) while preserving Central European teaching 

traditions in quality education, we have reached out to international partners (Cambridge University 

UK, Karolinska Institutet Sweden, Harvard Medical School USA) with shared aims. We have 

received ERASMUS funds for three projects (CLILMED, LEANBODY, EDUC Online Education 

of Limb Anatomy) which will be briefly introduced in this short talk. 
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Multimodal technology for POINT-OF-CARE diagnostic of infectious 

diseases in veterinary medicine 

MONIKA ZYCHSKA, LUCJAN WITKOWSKI 

Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Institute of Veterinary Medicine 

COVID-19 has made scientists’ cravings for fast and reliable infectious diseases diagnostics one of the 

most urgent public demands worldwide. Biosensing technology has made an incredible progress in 

recent years- novel materials, enhanced manufacturing methods, and advanced platforms lead to further 

development in the field creating edge-cutting and potentially outperforming conventional testing 

technologies. POC (point-of care) detection eliminates potential human factor by minimizing user 

actions, should be affordable for everyone, increasing accessibility with decentralization, and gives 

immediate answers about a patient’s condition.  

POC availability for veterinary medicine would have a substantial impact on infectious diseases control 

and eradication. Fast, reliable result without needs of sample transport make it possible to introduce 

additional biosecurity protocols immediately and provide affected animals with most accurate treatment 

what also has a huge impact on antibiotics use and stewardship– stopping further increase of 

antimicrobial resistance. 

There are different types of technologies on which POC tests are based. Immunochromatography assays 

(ICA) are cheap and widely used in veterinary medicine in diagnoses of infectious disease or 

biochemical analyses. However, they are able to detect at least 104-105 copies of viruses in the sample 

while laboratory molecular methods provide accurate results with several or dozens of viral particles in 

the sample. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP), rolling circle amplification (RCA), 

recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) and other technics like CRISPR/biosensors, optical or 

fluorescent techniques tend to focus on only one modality, while accurate diagnosis of reportable 

diseases often includes multiple techniques for accuracy. According to that, Fluxergy Card seems to be 

a highly promising technology in veterinary use, while it has been designed to allow for the most 

comprehensive variety of assays and panels, including multiplex and multi-modal testing that could be 

designed and implemented together all on a single consumable card.  

Numerous studies indicate high sensitivity and applicability of POC technologies in people. 

Unfortunately, there are only few papers showing research done in animals. One, which seems to be one 

of the best grounded describes POC assay provided by Fluxergy. The test and qPCR platform show 

85,6% agreement in studies held on Streptococcus equi ssp. equi detection when compared to a standard 

of care assay from a leading veterinary diagnostic laboratory. Strong agreement between novel and 

standard technics is a considerable promise of fast (less than 1h) and highly applicable POC use.  

Availability of POC devices will highly enhance veterinary doctors’ capability for fast diagnosis and 

most accurate action. Further validation of most affordable for collection samples and diseases makes 

animal infectious diseases control easier and helps protect human health. The knowledge about POC 

methods among DVM is rather limited – we need to inform students and practitioners about the most 

novel technologies to make them convinced and prepared for their use. 

The benefits of transitioning molecular diagnostic technologies into POCT formats are clear in terms of 

accelerating diagnostic confirmation. However, nowadays POC remains relatively unavailable for 

veterinary diagnostic use due to the increased cost. Therefore, more research in order to make the test 

more applicable for veterinary medicine and highly sensitive are needed. 
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Psycho thriller: game-based learning of Medical Psychology 

ANNABELLA OBÁL, LAURA SARNYAI, OGUZ KELEMEN 

University of Szeged, Albert Szent-Györgyi Medical School, Department of Behavioral Sciences 

The loose and playful atmosphere of classes makes learning easy and helps students understand the 

material better and deeper. Methods and applications that use a playful form are becoming more 

widespread in higher education too. The coronavirus epidemic has further accelerated the 

development of these techniques and highlighted their importance. 

The psycho thriller board game was first introduced in 2019 in the teaching method of Medical 

Psychology. This board game helps to understand and master the curriculum through different types 

of tasks (i.e. taboo, odd one out, who / what is in the picture, match etc.). 

The aim of the game, on the one hand, is to encourage cooperation between the students; on the 

other hand, to experience the path to becoming a professional. During the game teams compete 

against each other, and students are randomly assigned to these teams. The advantage of the 

competitive form is that it constantly maintains attention and increases arousal levels, sustaining 

motivation. We use only positive reinforcement and reward every correct answer. The collected 

points are also displayed visually as a symbol of climbing a mountain. In this way, students can see 

how the invested energy pays off and makes progress. 

Based on class experiences, the board game was changed. The first format was paper-based; at 

present, it is digital (ppt), and in the future, we are planning to use an e-learning web app. However, 

we plan to maintain the classroom format due to its positive benefits. Based on class activity and 

feedback from students, it can be said that board games have a place within the framework of higher 

education. 
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Similarities and differences of Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Personality of 

Veterinary medicine and Criminal Justice students: a preliminary study 

MIHA DVOJMOČ1, BRANKO LOBNIKAR1, VALENTINA KUBALE2 

1. Chair of Policing and Security Studies, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, University of 

Maribor 

2. Institute of Preclinical Studies, Veterinary faculty, University of Ljubljana 

Personality is a relatively constant and exclusive set of mental, behavioral, and physical traits that 

differentiates individuals from one another. Personality assessment is a well-researched scientific 

field in which a number of theories have been developed to interpret diverse personality types. The 

Myers-Briggs Model (MBTI) is the world-wide most widely used self-assessment tool to identify 

the different personality types of individuals. Because personality, with its unique characteristics, 

distinguishes people from one another, it also influences communication between different types of 

people. Communication is extremely important in veterinary medicine and has recently received 

more and more attention, in addition to the fact that excellent knowledge and expertise in this field 

are strongly promoted. On the other hand, understanding the relationship between personality type 

and preferred teaching methods in the classroom has also received increasing attention recently, 

allowing professors and assistants to use teaching methods that go beyond the traditional lecture. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the MBTI types of veterinary medicine students compared 

to criminal justice students, evaluate the previously characterized profile of criminal justice 

students, and to examine similarities and differences between the two profiles. The social science 

profile of criminal justice students is a well-studied profile, also known as the ombudsman profile. 

It is also the most studied profile in Slovenia. Some studies suggest that the profile might change 

over the years, so it was necessary to address this issue first. Twenty years after the studies were 

conducted, the same instrument that was developed and compared with other studies was tested 

with the criminal justice students as well as with veterinary medicine students and used with the 

same protocol to study the profile of veterinary students.  

Thus, a proven and tested model was used to obtain information about the profile of veterinary 

students. Questionnaires were sent/given at the classes to the students of the Faculty of Criminal 

Justice and Security (FFCJS) and Veterinary faculty (VF) in Slovenia. Students completed the 

questionnaire in their 3rd year of study at FFCJS and VF. Number of evaluated questionnaires 

corresponded to number of students of faculty/per year, which is 60 students of VF and 30  

students of FFCJS. Keirsey Temperament Classifier, which is a shorter version of the Myers-Briggs 

Temperament Indicator (MBTI) was used and contained 70 statements with one possible answer. 

Overall, the MBTI types and preferences of the veterinary students varied widely. Introversion, 

Sensing, Thinking, and Judging were the predominant preferences. The results obtained differed in 

some respects from those of the social science students, who also had similar preferences. This 

study highlights the importance of personality traits for better communication with students and for 

more student-tailored teaching that adapts to students' needs in order to increase student engagement 

and motivation and to achieve better performance 
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